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Abstract

The study of phonetic accommodation in various communicative situations is still relatively limited. This paper examines accommodation in spontaneous conversations of eight pairs of Czech young male speakers in two communicative conditions: unconstrained face-to-face conversation and goal-oriented interaction via mobile telephone. Articulation rate and measures of f0 level, range and variability were measured in 40 prosodic phrases per speaker in each condition. Analyses of LME models did not reveal a significant global effect of time throughout the interaction on the distance between speakers (convergence) in any of the examined parameters, or that of preceding phrase value on the subsequent turn-initial value (synchrony). However, more consistent patterns were observed when speaker pairs were examined separately, revealing substantial individual variation on the one hand and non-linear effects on the other. This shows that aggregate analyses can be misleading in the study of phonetic accommodation and that speakers dynamically employ different strategies throughout natural conversations.
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1. Introduction

Vocal accommodation (VA), also known as entrainment, alignment or convergence, is a dynamic process in which speakers adapt to their communication partners in some aspects of their speech. This may occur as a result of automatic cerebral processes, or be governed by concerns such as developing social distance throughout an interaction, or by a combination of both [1]. According to Communication Accommodation Theory, interlocutors accommodate to their partner the more they wish to show a positive attitude toward the speaker, while phenomena like under-accommodation and divergence are typically received negatively [2]. VA has been observed especially when cooperation between participants is desirable [3], such as goal-oriented interactions when describing a map or playing a game [4], [5], [6], or in the speech of married couples engaging in marital therapy sessions [7]. Indeed, interactive spontaneous conversation settings, along with social motivation and focus on the task, appear to provide more naturalistic opportunities for VA [1].

It is possible to investigate VA both locally and globally, as speakers may converge at turn exchanges or globally over the course of the interaction. Convergence can be conceived as a gradual diminishing of between-talker differences over time, and synchrony as a dynamic response pattern with speakers tracking each other closely as they move on.

VA is manifested in various domains. First, speakers may coordinate temporal cues (e.g., speech rate or pause duration). For instance, [8] investigated speech rate adjustments using an ABAB paradigm and found out that participants reduced their speech rate when engaged in a conversation with a “slow” experimenter. In contrast, [9] examined game corpora and did not find consistent convergence in articulation rate (AR), only a weak correlation capturing synchrony at the turn-level. Pitch-related acoustic features seem to yield equally varied findings. In [9], the authors extracted mean and maximum f0, and although these parameters converged throughout the session, the effect was very small, with synchrony (continuous local adjustments) being more prevalent. In [10], which investigated f0 mean, median, maximum, and two range parameters in speed-dating settings, the speakers showed significant levels of both global convergence (smaller distances in the end section than the start section) and local convergence (correlation between speaker differences and time). A correlation between the degree of f0 accommodation and success of the participants in a cooperative card game was demonstrated in [5]. Importantly, it was shown that individual speaker pairs followed different strategies, e.g., synchrony, divergence or a nonlinear pattern over the course of the interaction. Finally, VA is observable in many other linguistic cues, both vocal [11] and non-vocal [12], [13]. With respect to acoustic parameters, speakers have been found to accommodate in intensity [9], [14]; voice quality [9], [15], [16]; VOT [17]; or vowel formants [18], [19]. However, disparate results were found when more measures, languages, types of accommodation, or prosodic features (e.g., phrase and pitch accent characteristics) were compared [6], [16].

Given these findings, our study focuses on interactions in conversational speech and in goal-oriented settings of a picture task. In addition, the picture task was conducted over the phone; given the absence of visual cues, such a setup may prompt a higher need for cooperation than the face-to-face condition.

2. Method

2.1. Speakers and recording conditions

We investigated spontaneous conversations between eight pairs of speakers of Common Czech, the nonstandard, supraregional variety of the Czech Republic. They expressed themselves to be friends from school. All the 16 speakers are male (to avoid social dominance phenomena [20]), aged 18 to 20 years, studying at a secondary vocational school in Central Bohemia.

The speakers were recorded in two conditions: face-to-face (F2F) and on-the-phone (MOB) interaction. The experimenter was absent to obtain truly spontaneous speech. In the F2F condition, the subjects were free to talk about whichever topic, the conversations lasted at least 12 minutes and were recorded using Zoom H1n recorder. In the MOB condition, the speakers were presented with pictures differing in five small details, which they were supposed to locate and characterise (see [21]). The telephone conversations were captured using a call-recording app in the experimenter’s telephone and lasted at least 7 minutes. In addition to the task difference, the MOB
condition involved the effect of telephone transmission [22] and
the absence of the visual component in the interaction [15].

To examine the effect of VA and the effect of the recording
condition, the order in which the two conditions were obtained
was balanced: four pairs started with the F2F conversation, and
four with the MOB condition taking place first.

2.2. Material

Given the spontaneous nature of the conversations, some
dialogues were highly asymmetrical, with one speaker uttering
long stretches of speech with only minor contributions by the
partner (backchannels, short utterances). Inspired by [23], we
excluded phrases shorter than four syllables. Forty prosodic
phrases (range 4–16 syllables, mean 6.7 syllables) were
identified auditorily for each speaker in each condition, yielding
160 phrases per each pair (40 phrases × 2 conditions × 2
speakers). In some telephone dialogues, it was impossible to
identify 40 phrases of sufficient length; at the same time, we did
not regard lowering the limit to three syllables per phrase as
beneficial. The complete dataset is thus based on 1,260 prosodic
phrases (160 phrases per each pair minus 20).

A standard procedure is to focus on units (here, prosodic
phrases) in the vicinity of turn exchanges [9], [14], [16]. We
followed a slightly modified procedure used in [23], with one
speaker’s prosodic phrase included for analysis only when it
follows the other speaker’s phrase. This may occur as a “true”
turn exchange, or as a “remote” one with a short phrase (< 4
syllables) intervening; we will not differentiate between the two
and designate them as “turn exchanges”. In effect, turn-medial
prosodic phrases and phrases at the beginning or end of the
conversation are omitted. Since two speaker pairs yielded a
very small number of prosodic phrases around turn exchanges
(especially in the F2F condition), they have been excluded,
resulting in 12 speakers for analysis. Global analyses are thus
based on 948 phrases and local analyses on 316 phrase pairs at
turn exchanges.

2.3. Acoustic measures

We examine six prosodic features in this study: AR –
articulation rate (syll/s); mean – mean f0 (semitones (ST) re 1
Hz); median – median f0 (ST re 1 Hz); SD – f0 standard
deviation (ST); range – 80-percentile range (ST), which is the
difference between the 90th and 10th percentile of f0 values;
CSI – cumulative slope index (ST/syll), the sum of absolute
frequency differences between subsequent pitch points divided
by the number of syllables, thus taking into account possible
multiple melodic movements in a phrase [24].

As for the temporal measures, AR was determined by
counting the number of syllables in each phrase and dividing
that by its duration. Melodic measures of central value and
variability were extracted using Praat [25] from the range of 60
to 280 Hz and expressed in ST re 1 Hz. The cumulative slope
index was obtained from smoothed and interpolated PitchTier
objects in Praat, the remaining measures from “raw” Pitch
objects. The most conspicuous extraction errors (most
importantly, octave jumps) were manually corrected.

2.4. Analyses

Since accommodative behaviour is highly individual [5], [8],
we present several analyses. First, we examine speaker profiles
for the six dialogues, separated by condition. Various patterns
of VA can be inferred from the visual data (the complete set is
provided in the online supplementary materials). In the
remaining analyses, the computations are restricted to prosodic
phrases at turn exchanges. At each exchange, the turn-initial
prosodic phrase is compared to the value of the previous turn-
final one (see Section 2.2 for the definition of turns).

Convergence was examined by means of speaker distance
measures. At each turn exchange, the distance between the two
speakers was computed. Convergence was represented as
Pearson correlation between speaker distance and time (i.e.,
prosodic phrase index/order within the interaction). If speakers
converge, the distances should be increasingly smaller with
time. This can be captured in an LME model by using PHRASE
INDEX (proxy for time) as predictor. Statistical significance of
this predictor would indicate convergence (if negative).

Synchrony between speakers was examined by plotting the
values of speaker A with those of speaker B. If a significant
 correlation is found, then an increase in speaker A’s parameters
is complemented with an increase in speaker B, and vice versa.
This can be evaluated in an LME model by using PRECEDING
PHRASE VALUE as a predictor. If it reaches significance, then
turn-initial parameter values can be partially predicted from the
values in turn-final phrases.

Statistical analyses were performed in R [26] using the lme4
package [27]. The models were fitted with the maximal random
effect structure that still allowed convergence, namely
including random slopes for condition. The basic model
structure is given in (1) for convergence and (2) for synchrony:

speaker distance ~ phrase index + condition + session + (1+condition/speaker pair)

turn-initial value ~ preceding phrase value + condition + session + (1+condition/speaker pair)

In these, condition (F2F × MOB) and session (session 1 ×
session 2) were factor variables, whereas PHRASE INDEX and
PRECEDING PHRASE VALUE were continuous. As dialogues
differed in the number of turn exchanges, PHRASE INDEX was
centred on the median to account for different lengths of the
vector. Factors included in the model are theoretically
motivated and not determined by a model selection process.
Statistical evaluation of the predictors was done by comparing
the basic model given above to a reduced model lacking the
fixed effect in question, using likelihood ratio tests [28].
Interactions between the predictors were evaluated in a similar
way. The significance level was set to α = 0.05. Graphical
outputs were generated using the ggplot2 package [29].

3. Results

3.1. Speaker profiles

Henceforward, the two speakers in each dialogue and figure
will be referred to as blue and red (the colour was assigned
randomly). Figure 1 (and 1_Rate online) shows an illustration
of how AR develops in selected speaker pairs in selected
conditions (F2F or MOB). The individual data points
correspond to the mean AR in each phrase. The data points are
also fitted with local polynomial regression [30] to better
illustrate overall trends in VA (thick lines). Not surprisingly,
AR was quite variable, both between and within speakers, but
some trends emerge. The MOB condition of Pair 2 indicates
global divergence (with the blue speaker faster by nearly 2 syill/s
at conversation end), as well as locally-based synchronous
behaviour throughout most of the dialogue. Another example of
synchrony may be observed in the MOB condition of Pair 5, with the nonlinear fits essentially overlapping. In most pairs, there are relatively large oscillations, with the regression curves diverging and again converging, but interesting traces of what may be considered accommodation in AR appear more locally, as seen in the synchronous development at the onset of both conditions of Pair 6.

The development of the central value of $f_0$, expressed using the median, is shown in Figure 2. The data point to the importance of a speaker’s habitual pitch: in nearly all the speakers analysed here, the median $f_0$ in the prosodic phrases oscillates around the same value, as illustrated by Pairs 3 and 6 in the MOB condition. The only case which may to some degree be regarded as global convergence in melodic level occurs in Pair 5 (F2F).

There does not seem to be much happening in terms of VA in melodic variability; some synchronous tendencies may be observed in the central portion of the MOB condition of Pair 2 or 7. The supplementary materials feature the complete set of $f_0$-related figures (2_med, 2_mean, 2_CSI, 2_perc, 2_SD).

3.2. Accommodation at turn exchanges

We will first consider convergence. If two speakers converge over the course of the interaction, we should observe a negative correlation between time and speaker distance at a given turn exchange. Our data do not provide a single pattern; speaker pairs differ even within the same condition. Some dialogues did yield a negative slope (e.g., Pair 5 in the F2F condition for both melodic measures), in other dialogues this predicted relationship was reversed, and speakers became more distant as the interaction unfolded (e.g., Pair 2 in the MOB condition, especially for AR). Pearson correlation coefficients (3_tab1 online) showed that convergence reached significance only rarely. Few significant cases of local convergence were also confirmed by LME models which were constructed to verify any generalizable accommodation effects in our data. The crucial predictors of speaker distance were PROSODIC PHRASE INDEX (reflecting time within a condition) and SESSION (reflecting the order of conditions, and thus global time).

The lack of consistent convergence across speakers over time can be attributable to an alternative strategy: speakers might be aligned in a dynamic, synchronous manner. It is therefore necessary to examine how measures develop over time even if the distance between speakers remains practically the same. Figure 3 correlates a given measure of one speaker (henceforth Speaker A) with that of his partner (Speaker B). Although the two speakers may have their own distribution of values, if they do entrain into synchrony, a positive slope should be observed. AR is particularly prone to be synchronized between the speakers, as only the MOB condition of Pair 7 yielded a case of negative synchrony (when Speaker A speaks faster, Speaker B slows down in response). The $f_0$ median and CSI measures (see all correlation plots online, 4_correl) behave differently in the two conditions, and are less consistent across speaker pairs.

LME modelling can test for synchrony by including a predictor specifying the value of the preceding prosodic phrase produced by the dialogue partner; statistical significance of the predictor would suggest synchrony. Parameters of the models are provided in the appendix online (5_append). With regard to AR, CONDITION turned out to be a significant predictor ($\chi^2 (1) = 6.38, p = 0.012$); speakers spoke more slowly in the mobile condition. However, PRECEDING PHRASE VALUE did not reach significance ($\chi^2 (1) = 1.67, p = 0.196$), although there was a trend for the turn-initial tempo to be positively correlated with the turn-final phrase articulated by the partner, and there was no significant interaction with either CONDITION ($\chi^2 (1) = 0.95, p = 0.330$) or SESSION ($\chi^2 (1) = 0.06, p = 0.811$).

With regard to the $f_0$ median measure, none of the predictors turned out to be significant on their own, and there were no significant two-way or three-way interactions. As for the $f_0$ mean measure, CONDITION was a significant predictor ($\chi^2 (1) = 4.32, p = 0.038$); the speakers used higher pitch when talking over the phone, whereas PRECEDING VALUE and SESSION did not reach significance ($\chi^2 (1) = 2.34, p = 0.125$; $\chi^2 (1) = 0.24, p = 0.627$, respectively). Again, none of the interaction terms were significant ($p > 0.05$). The CSI measure yielded a significant
predictor of CONDITION ($\chi^2 (1) = 5.07, p = 0.024$) but not of PRECEDING VALUE ($\chi^2 (1) = 0.26, p = 0.608$) or SESSION ($\chi^2 (1) = 0.34, p = 0.561$). Interactions between the factors were not significant ($p > 0.05$). We can thus only conclude that variability in $f_0$ was higher in the MOB condition.

Another reason for the lack of straightforward VA effects in our statistical models is that speakers employ different strategies. Entrainment has been shown to be particular to speaker pairs, most likely reflecting factors such as gender, power, liking or personality [14]. Many other studies found considerable variation in the degree and types of accommodation across pairs. For instance, [5] present three types of speaker profiles, namely interactions that suggest divergence, synchrony, or a non-linear relationship. Speakers may alter their speech in various ways, often accommodating in only one of several examined measures, not necessarily the same [16]. The correlation plots and tables for our data (see the supplementary materials) make it clear that although some pairs indeed show no evidence of VA in one or both conditions, most speaker pairs seem to follow a strategy (convergence vs. divergence, synchrony vs. asynchrony); this strategy may further differ between the two conditions (see below). In short, when dialogues are examined separately, one can see more consistent patterns of accommodation over the course of interactions than in the aggregate analysis.

Moreover, since conversation is in principle a dynamic and non-linear process, we may assume that VA strength and strategies will not be constant during a conversation. This is evident from the speaker profiles presented in Figures 1 and 2, where the speakers often converge or diverge briefly in one part of the session (cf. also the non-linear patterns in [5]). Such fluctuations in the degree of accommodation may also be attributed to the fact that the speakers’ degree of involvement does not remain constant over the course of a conversation [33].

What remains to be discussed is the effect of condition (F2F vs. MOB) on accommodative behaviour. Generally, speakers talked more slowly, in shorter phrases, at higher pitch and with higher variability in the MOB condition, which is in line with [22]. The correlations in Figure 3 between the members of a speaker pair do suggest a difference between the conditions. While the general trend for most pairs and most measures was that of synchrony, this is true especially for the F2F condition; in fact, significant positive correlations emerged only in the F2F condition, while all of the significantly negative correlations (indicating reversed synchrony) were associated with the MOB condition. As [34] investigated convergence at different levels of task difficulty and found that convergence may occur more in contexts of low cognitive load, the tendency toward higher synchrony in F2F conversations might be the product of lower cognitive load compared to the cooperative, problem-oriented diapax task in the MOB condition.

To conclude, our study corresponds to the findings reported by many studies, namely that synchrony and convergence should be treated separately. While our study suggests no evidence for global convergence and synchrony in the data, this can be attributed to the speakers adopting different local strategies. Moreover, profiles capturing the raw data revealed significant non-linearities in speaker distance over time, suggesting that conversations in natural conditions do not follow a linear path.
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Figure 3: Correlation of articulation rate between the two speakers in a pair throughout the dialogue. Positive slope = synchrony. Shaded areas = 95% CI.

4. Discussion

This study explored vocal accommodation in six dyadic interactions. We focused on two types of VA: convergence and synchrony. Although there were some interesting tendencies, LME models did not reveal a significant effect of time on speaker distance (convergence), or that of preceding phrase value on the turn-initial value (synchrony). The only exception was the CSI measure, which showed significant divergence. Several explanations may be proposed for the absence of significant results in the other measures.

First, it should be noted that VA effects reported in literature vary widely in size. For instance, interactive game corpora were examined by [9], who found smaller distances between speakers in the second half of their conversations, but most measures (including those used here) did not reach significance. Similarly, their turn-level analysis yielded significant but very weak correlations in convergence ($r < 0.01$) and somewhat stronger in synchrony ($r = 0.28$ for $f_0$ mean, $r = 0.15$ for rate).

Small effects can be found in many other studies [3], [8], [15], and the examined measures are affected by other factors apart from VA. It should thus not be surprising to find only weak effects of accommodation in our data, especially given the fact that the Czech language is relatively inconsiderable in terms of prosody variation, being characterized by very small habitual $f_0$ range [31] and lexical stress with non-salient acoustic cues [32].

It is instrumental to compare the illustrations in the supplementary materials: for instance, the 80-percentile range remains below 4 ST for more than 70% of the prosodic phrases examined.

Secondly, it should be noted that VA occurs very early in the conversation. In contrast to other studies, our speakers were friends, so it is plausible that their conversational behaviour might be considerably synchronized from the start, or that a few phrases would suffice for this to occur [23].
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